LIVE REMOTE
VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
AVM is the leader in remote video surveillance monitoring. We
proactively respond to threats using live Monitoring Agents
and state-of-the-art equipment to increase business security
and better protect your assets.

Stop crime before it happens

The virtual monitoring difference

Traditional video surveillance systems are only
effective after a crime is committed. Instead
of just recording what happens, US-based
AVM Monitoring Agents actively monitor your
real-time camera feeds and assess each unique
situation with a practiced eye. If a potential
threat is identified, the Monitoring Agent will
attempt to deter the perpetrator by speaking to
them through our integrated on-premise audio
system and escalate to local law enforcement if
needed.

Our three step proactive enforcement process is
proven to deter criminals.
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US-based Monitoring Agents actively
monitor your cameras, looking for events
in need of enforcement.
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When a threat is identified, Monitoring
Agents use the integrated on-premise
audio system to announce that the
perpetrator is being recorded and to
vacate the premises.

3

If the perpetrator does not comply, local
law enforcement is notified immediately.

92% of perpetrators comply with
AVM Monitoring Agents. Only 8% of
situations require involvement from
law enforcement.

Decades of law enforcement
expertise

No motion alerts and no
false positives

More reliable than
traditional guards

AVM was founded by former police officers and
maintains a great working relationship with
local law enforcement. Police departments
around the country respect AVM’s reputation
and know when they receive a call from AVM
Monitoring Agents, the threat is active and
legitimate. Fast police response times mean
that suspects can be apprehended in record
time.

Traditional security systems are reactive.
They typically wait for a trigger to sound an
alarm and alert the police AFTER criminals are
already on your property. This often results in
false calls, delayed police response time, and
a greater opportunity for criminals to get away.
AVM Monitoring Agents do not use eventbased alerts, it is live people monitoring every
camera feed 24/7. Real people, speaking in
real time, using human discernment to enforce
property rules.

Improperly trained Security guards can be
expensive liabilities, as they are often not
invested in their work. AVM’s Monitoring Agents
can monitor many areas of your property
simultaneously, removing the need for
multiple guards, and saving you money.

A new way to think about security

•

Costs 70% less than hiring security guards

•

Faster police response times

•

One low monthly fee with no hidden costs

•

Keeps your staff safe

•

Always on 24/7 365

•

Video backups of all incidents

•

Monitor multiple areas simultaneously

•

Monitor feeds from any computer or smartphone

The average business cuts security costs by more than 70%
by switching to AVM virtual monitoring
Turnkey solutions for every business
AVM works with you to develop a custom fully monitored CCTV camera system that fits your specific needs. Existing
camera systems can also be easily integrated into the AVM network. Audio can be integrated to enable AVM
Monitoring Agents to communicate with potential criminals to prevent and deter. AVM handles everything from
planning to installation.
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STOP CRIMES BEFORE THEY HAPPEN
Contact us today for a free on-site consultation. We’ll work with you to create a map of hotspot areas that require
monitoring and design a cost-effective proposal to help you increase security, protect your assets, and proactively
manage potential threats.
Telephone
888-354-7722
Email
info@americanvirtualmonitoring.com

Opening Hours
24 Hours/Day 7 Days/Week
Mailing Address
22365 El Toro Road, Suite 165
Lake Forest, CA 92630

